An Awful Year for the Garden
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News about the rough year we had for gardening.

We had a very late and heavy show melt this year, which gave me an excuse to not get out
there in the mud in the spring, so the garden got a late start. And then it rained like hell for a
while, so it stayed soaking wet out there until we had about three weeks of no rain at all, at
which point the whole garden dried up. I should have watered more, but we were busy with
other things, like a little vacation we really needed, so only some things (tomatoes and peppers)
really got enough water. Silly me--plants need water!
Then, of course, we had a hurricane followed by a tropical storm and upstate NY saw more
water than it had in a hundred years (the new normal with global warming), so the garden was
literally underwater and only the things in the high raised beds actually survived to tell the tale.
The squash--especially the pumpkins and zuchini--fared especially poorly, while the tomatoes
did OK, we got some peppers (the Thai peppers did well), and the radicchio is beautiful! And
there's a section where I let some Jerusalem Artichokes take over--they seem to love all this
water. Can't wait to dig up those roots!
Meanwhile, it's time to plant next year's garlic here at the Supak place (my family thinks it's
great that I'm growing garlic, as my Great Grampa Supak was a garlic farmer in Ontario,
California way back in the day. I'm adding manure to the raised garlic bed (very important to
grow garlic in a raised bed because it keeps the bulb up out of the floodwaters) today, and I'll be
planting the garlic soon. You know, because I'm really lazy...
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